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Abstract
English. In Paris, the manuscript market appears in the early 20’s of the 19th c. Fixed-price 
catalogues and auction catalogues are regularly published, describing each document in detail. 
Such descriptions being highly formalised, it is possible to extract and structure them (almost) 
automatically, and thus create a database of sold manuscripts in 19th c. Paris.

Italiano. Il mercato dei manoscritti appare a Parigi all’inizio degli anni ‘20 del XIX se-colo. In 
questo contesto, mercanti specializzati vendono regolarmente cataloghi d’asta a prezzo fisso che 
descrivono minuziosamente ogni documento acquistabile. Tale testi hanno delle strutture 
ricorrenti che è possibile estrarre e strutturarle (quasi) automaticamente, creando così un 
database di tutti i manoscritti venduti nella Parigi del XIX secolo.

1 Introduction
The number of projects dealing with French related objects circulating on the private market is increasing: 
research is currently being carried out in art history (Saint-Raymond, 2018), book history (Montoya, 
2018), medieval manuscripts (Wijsman, 2017). . . Following recent trends, the latter project, that is the 
most relevant to our own work, is now sharing its data with other teams (Burrows et al., 2019) in the USA1 
and in the UK 2 to trace the history of manuscripts over time and places, across national and linguistic 
borders.
Unfortunately, no similar survey has been conducted yet on modern French autographs. If Renaissance 

manuscripts and their history are better known thanks to the Biblissima project (Turcan-Verkerk and 
Bertrand, 2014), no systematic work has been carried out on 17th, 18th and 19th c. materials. However, 
sale catalogues are recognised as being useful, since they are, for instance, regularly used as sources for 
critical editions (Sévigné, 1978, p. 158) (Voltaire, 1960, p. 18) (Lamartine, 2001, p. 348).
Such a hole in our knowledge is due to the fact that it remains extremely tedious to extract information, 

because this task is either performed manually or with imperfect digital solutions (Cuadra and Michels, 
2013; Barman, 2019). In the present paper, we therefore want to propose an (almost) automated workflow 
for the retroconversion of catalogues to transform images into structured information and create a database 
of sold items.

2 The corpus
2.1 The manuscript market
Since the beginning 19th c., rich collectors have been selling manuscripts on the private market (Bodin, 
2000). Archives and libraries still keep sales catalogues that have been published on a regular basis (fixed 
price catalogues) or for special sales (auction catalogues) by dealers. Most of the manuscripts sold in 
these catalogues are modern and contemporary autograph manuscripts.
   The information contained in these catalogues is crucial for at least four different reasons.  
1https://sdbm.library.upenn.edu
2http://mappingmanuscriptmigrations.org
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• It helps assessing the authenticity of autographs: it is unlikely that a document sold repeatedly on
the private market, and therefore authenticated each time by an expert, is a forgery.

• It documents the reception of authors, via the history of collections (i.e. who collected what?) and
prices (i.e. who costs how much?).

• It informs us on the distance between what has been sold and what is available in libraries (i.e. are
there autographs we do not know about?).

• It provides us with images of documents which are still in private hands, because catalogues
sometimes offer either facsimiles or pictures of autographs sold.

For a first test phase, we have concentrated our efforts on the Revue des Autographes, a journal published
since 1860’s in Paris by Gabriel Charavay.

2.2 The RDA collection
In the second half of the 19th c., the autograph market is mature and the first generation of dealers
begins to retire. In 1865, Gabriel Charavay (1818-1879) cease the opportunity of Auguste Laverdet’s
(1809-1867) retirement to take over his business, following the example of his elder brother Jacques
(1809-1867), who opened his own shop in 1830. At that moment, Gabriel abandons his role of editor
for L’Amateur d’autographes, a journal about the autograph market in Paris created in 1862, which keeps
being published by his brother Jacques.
Realising the importance of a publication attached to his activities, Gabriel creates another journal

one year after his installation, in 1866: the Revue des autographes, des curiosités de l’histoire et de la
biographie (RDA). Two journals for such a small market is however too much: in December 1868, after
eight months of interruption, the price of the publication is divided by two and part of the content consists
now of a list based on the autographs for sale in Gabriel’s stock. Over time, the proportion of articles
keeps diminishing and the RDA becomes first a hybrid publication mixing news and items to be sold, and
eventually a fixed-price catalogue with the name of a journal published (almost) monthly until 1936. In
the meantime, Gabriel’s shop is taken over by Gabriel’s son Eugène (1879-1892), and then by Eugène’s
widow (1892-1918) and by Eugène’s daughter (1918-1936).
The transformation of an hybrid journal into a disguised fixed-price catalogue under a journal’s name

is confirmed by a modification of the format: Eugène Charavay opts for a two-columns layout and a
smaller font (cf. figure 1), harder to read but easier to browse for readers, who are now buyers, looking
for the autograph of their dreams.

Figure 1: One-column layout (1873) vs two-columns layout (1893).
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3 Encoding

3.1 Entries

It is the images of these catalogues that we want to transform into minable data. Each of them generally
contains a minimum of c. 200 entries, all of them being extremely dense in information and always
following the same structure:

Figure 2: RDA, n°67 (March 1881), lot N°55.

We can clearly see the lot number (in brown), the name of the author (in red), a short biography
(in orange), the material description of the autograph (in blue), the price (in pruple) and an additional
description (in green).
To render the structure of the document, we propose the following encoding in XML-TEI:
Such an encoding allows a simple disambiguation of the entry and increases the accuracy of the search.

In our example, we have the names of three major 17th c. French writers: the novelist Madeleine de
Scudéry (1607-1701), the bishop Daniel Huet (1630-1721), and the satirist and poet Nicolas Boileau-
Despréaux (1636-1711). The three names are enclosed in three different tags (name, desc and note)
reflecting their status in the document (author, addressee, mention): we can therefore easily narrow down
our query to a name depending on its role.

3.2 Workflow

The presented encoding can be compiled semi-automatically through a simple three steps workflow:

Figure 3: Workflow.

The scan is OCRised with Transkribus (Kahle et al., 2017), for which a substantive model of 125,000
words has been created (CER of 0.59%). The pdf with a text layer is then processed with GROBID-
Dictionaries (Khemakhem et al., 2018b), a tool relying on text and layout features (cf. Figure 4) to
perform a supervised classification of the parsed text and generate a TEI compliant encoding where the
various segmentation levels are associated with an appropriate XML tessellation (Khemakhem et al.,
2017). Preliminary designed for the retroconversion of dictionaries (Bohbot et al., 2018), it is also used
to parse large bibliographical collections (Lindemann et al., 2018) or address directories (Khemakhem
et al., 2018a).
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Figure 4: Features.

GROBID-dictionaries provides an answer to important issues left open by previous attempts, that do
not produce standardised data (e.g. in XML-TEI), are not open source (Cuadra and Michels, 2013) or do
not offer fine-grained encoding (Barman, 2019). On top of this, GROBID is a free, language agnostic,
easily trainable solution compatible with other sub-projects of the GROBID galaxy, which leaves the door
open to further analysis with complementary tools, such as GROBID-NERD (Named-Entity Recognition
and Disambiguation).
After preliminary tests ensuring the compatibility of GROBID-Dictionaries with sale catalogues (Khe-

makhem et al., 2018c) models have been created for the RDA and many other catalogues (Rondeau du
Noyer et al., 2019) with a new bigram template for the GROBID-Dictionaries models (Rondeau Du Noyer
et al., 2019) to reinforce the parsing of the structure of each entry.

With GROBID-Dictionaries, the document is annotated using a cascading approach: several Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) models are applied one after the other, each of them corresponding to a
granularity level in the final XML hierarchy:

Levels Tag(s) Task

1 body separates the content from running titles, page numbers, . . .
2 entry separates the entries in the <body>
3 num, form and sense separates the lot n°, information on the author and the MS in <entry>
4 name and desc separates the name of the author and its biography in <form>
5 subsense and note separates the MS description and the additional note in <sense>

Table 1: GROBID-Dictionaries Segmentation levels

The GROBID-Dictionaries output for our example is therefore the following:
GROBID-Dictionaries being developed for lexicographic purposes, its results are encoded in a TEI

compliant output, but with tags reflecting the content of dictionaries rather than catalogues. Therefore, we
automatically convert the output into a second TEI document whose tags are dedicated for the described
catalogue elements. The consistency of the transformation output is controlled with a specific schema,
prior to its final publication via an XML database.

4 Future work

As for future work, four tasks will be undertaken. First, we will move towards a fully open source
workflow and therefore abandon Transkribus for Kraken (Kiessling, 2019). Second, we will increase the
size of our database by retroconverting the entire RDA collection (c. 500 catalogues), but also another
important series of catalogues: the Lettres autographes et documents published by the other branch of
the Charavay family up to the First World War (c. 500 catalogues). Third, we will improve our modeling
and increase the granularity of our data collection to capture more informations regarding the document
(size, format, length) and named entities (people, places). Fourth, we will use this additional information
to reconcile entries and share our work with similar projects via an RDF export.
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Ideally, we should eventually be able to go from the TEI digital edition of sales catalogues to a semantic
dataset, described using controlled vocabularies where authors, places and manuscripts would be referred
to using unique identifiers (ISNI, ISMI. . . ). It would allow federated search with other databases of sold
manuscripts, but also with catalogues of libraries in France and abroad.
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